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David Feinberg, Beth Andrews, and storyteller Kimchi Hoang, with contributions 
from artist Michelle Englund and students Kristin Anton and Jane Bollweg. 

 
          Kimchi Hoang, a professional musician and painter, was born in Hoi An, Vietnam 

during the war. She grew up with the violence of war as an ever present backdrop to her 
childhood. Kimchi first tried to leave Vietnam as a young adult, embarking on a crowded 
boat with her brother and thirty to forty other passengers. Their boat was chased by 

government security boats and was forced to dock. Knowing that prison would be worse 
for her brother, as only men were tortured, Kimchi allowed herself to be captured so that 

he had time to escape. She then endured a terrible nine-month imprisonment, and was 
unable to leave Vietnam until several years later when her boyfriend, who had escaped 
and became a U.S. citizen, returned to Vietnam and the two married. Kimchi wanted 

this piece to explore the ideas of escaping by boat and coming to America. These ideas 
are explored through Kimchi’s own experiences and through the experiences of other 

South Vietnamese citizens who escaped to the United States. 
 
            One of the dominant motifs in Kimchi’s piece is the pair of wooden crescents at 

the top of the construction, which represent the boat on which Kimchi tried to escape. 
When the Voice to Vision team began working on the project, Kimchi brought samples 

of the colors that she wanted to paint the boat. The colors, a dark red, cream and light 
blue, are a variation on the traditional American red, white and blue. Kimchi wanted to 
use the colors of the US flag because the United States became a new home for her 

and many other Vietnamese refugees. The red and the cream colors on the sides of the 
boat reference the guiding eye symbols that are painted on many Vietnamese fishing 

boats, including the boat on which Kimchi and her brother attempted to leave Vietnam. 
            

Thousands of Vietnamese citizens, including many of Kimchi’s friends, were 

evacuated during Operation Frequent Wind, the U.S. military’s helicopter evacuation of 
Saigon. As the Voice to Vision team discussed Operation Frequent Wind, team member 

Michelle Englund realized her husband had been stationed on the USS Dubuque while 
the ship participated in the evacuation. This connected Kimchi’s story to the story of 
Michelle’s husband, Rick. The ship number of the USS Dubuque, eight, is placed in the 

corner of the piece to represent Rick’s experience. He had photographed the 
evacuation and these photographs, which had never been shared outside his family, 

were incorporated into Kimchi’s piece. Operation Frequent Wind, in addition to being 
represented by the photographs, is referenced by a toy helicopter that is included in the 
artwork. The toy helicopter is modelled after the same type of helicopter that was used 

in the evacuation. David had picked up the toy thirty years ago at a garage sale, 
sensing that it had some sort of significance. Through the process of it’s creation, 

“Evacuation” brought Kimchi’s story together with the stories of the other team 
members. 


